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Abstract

This abstract presents the architecture and the
current state of the LiLa Knowledge Base, i.e.
a collection of multifarious linguistic resources
for Latin described with the same vocabulary of
knowledge description and interlinked accord-
ing to the principles of the so-called Linked
Data paradigm. This abstract presents the ar-
chitecture of the LiLa Knowledge Base, whose
core consists of a large collection of Latin lem-
mas, serving as the backbone to achieve inter-
operability between the resources by linking all
those entries in lexical resources and tokens in
corpora that point to the same lemma. More-
over, the abstract details the linguistic resources
for Latin currently interlinked through LiLa
and informs about how the Knowledge Base
can be queried.

1 Introduction and Motivation

Over the past two decades the research area ded-
icated to building, improving and evaluating lin-
guistic resources has seen substantial growth and,
today, covers a wide span of languages and lan-
guage varieties. Despite the increase in the quan-
tity and coverage of linguistic resources, most of
these are locked in data silos, which prevents users
from honing both their individual and joint poten-
tial in interoperable ways. Indeed, linguistic data
and metadata today are scattered in distributed re-
sources, thus failing to provide a comprehensive
overview of the annotations available in these sepa-
rate collections. One of the main challenges at the
present time is interlinking the motley amount of
linguistic data and metadata stored in the resources
developed over the past five decades of Computa-
tional Linguistics and empirical language studies
(Chiarcos et al., 2012, p. 1).

A current approach to interlinking linguistic re-
sources takes up Linked Data principles, so that
«it is possible to follow links between existing re-
sources to find other, related data and exploit net-

work effects» (Chiarcos et al., 2013, p. iii). Ac-
cording to the Linked Data paradigm, data in the
Semantic Web (Berners-Lee et al., 2001) are inter-
linked through connections that can be semantically
queried, so as to make the structure of web data
better serve the needs of users.

One subfield that has enjoyed particular prosper-
ity over the past decade is that devoted to ancient
languages. Owing to their key role in accessing
and understanding the so-called Classical tradition,
Latin and Ancient Greek are among the main ben-
eficiaries. Thanks to international efforts, several
textual and lexical resources as well as Natural Lan-
guage Processing (NLP) tools are currently avail-
able for Latin. Despite the launch of a number
of projects for automatic extraction of structured
knowledge from ancient sources in the last decade,
much like other languages, linguistic resources and
tools for Latin often live in isolation, a condition
which prevents them from benefiting a large re-
search community of historians, philologists, ar-
chaeologists and literary scholars.

To this end, the LiLa: Linking Latin project
(2018-2023)1 is building a Knowledge Base of lin-
guistic resources for Latin based on the Linked
Data paradigm, i.e. a collection of multifarious,
interlinked data sets described with the same vo-
cabulary of knowledge description, by using com-
mon data categories and ontologies. This abstract
presents the architecture of the LiLa Knowledge
Base, details the linguistic resources for Latin cur-
rently interlinked through LiLa and informs about
how the Knowledge Base can be queried.

2 The Architecture of LiLa

Given the presence and role played by lemmatiza-
tion in various linguistic resources and the good
accuracy rates achieved by the best performing lem-
matizers for Latin (up to 95.30%, as per (Eger et al.,

1https://lila-erc.eu/

https://lila-erc.eu/


2015))2, LiLa uses the lemma as the most produc-
tive interface between lexical resources, annotated
corpora and NLP tools. Consequently, the LiLa
Knowledge Base is highly lexically based, ground-
ing on a simple but effective assumption that strikes
a good balance between feasibility and granularity:
lexical resources describe properties of words (in
lexical entries), textual resources are made of oc-
currences of words in texts (tokens), and NLP tools
process words, producing outputs.

The core of the LiLa Knowledge Base consists of
a large collection of Latin lemmas (called Lemma
Bank)3: interoperability is achieved by linking all
those entries in lexical resources and tokens in cor-
pora that point to the same lemma (Passarotti et al.,
2020) (Figure 1).

3 Linguistic Resources in LiLa

The linguistic resources currently interlinked
through the LiLa Knowledge Base are the follow-
ing.

Textual resources:

• Index Thomisticus Treebank (Passarotti,
2019): the largest syntactically annotated
corpus for Latin available, featuring more
than 400,000 tokens from works of Thomas
Aquinas (including the entire text of Summa
contra Gentiles). The treebank is available
in LiLa in both its formats: the original one
(Bamman et al., 2008) and its conversion
into Universal Dependencies (Cecchini et al.,
2018).

• UDante: the opera omnia in Latin of Dante
Alighieri (approximately 50,000 tokens) en-
hanced with syntactic annotation according to
the Universal Dependencies style (Cecchini
et al., 2020).

• Querolus sive Aulularia: the text of an anony-
mous short comedy from late antiquity.

• LASLA Corpus: a large corpus collecting ap-
proximately 1,7 million words from Classical
and Late Latin texts lemmatized and morpho-
logically tagged (Verkerk et al., 2020).

2For the state of the art in automatic lemmatization and
PoS tagging for Latin, see the results of the first edition of
EvaLatin, a campaign devoted to the evaluation of NLP tools
for Latin (Sprugnoli et al., 2020b).

3https://lila-erc.eu/lodview/data/id/
lemma/LemmaBank

Lexical resources:

• Word Formation Latin: a Latin lexicon where
lexical entries (around 30,000) are related by
wordformation rules (Litta et al., 2019).

• Etymological Dictionary of Latin & the Other
Italic Languages: a dictionary featuring proto-
Indoeuropean and proto-Italic reconstructed
forms to explain the history of 1,400 Latin
forms (Mambrini and Passarotti, 2020).

• Latin Vallex 2.0 + Latin WordNet: a manually
checked subset of the Latin WordNet, where
each sense of a word is assigned a valency
frame (Mambrini et al., 2021b).

• Index Graecorum Vocabulorum in Linguam
Latinam Translatorum: a list of 1,763 An-
cient Greek loanwords in the Latin language
published in 1874 by classical scholar Gün-
ther Alexander E. A. Saalfeld (Franzini et al.,
2020).

• LatinAffectus: a lexicon that assigns a prior
sentiment score to a selection of more than
2,500 Latin adjectives and nouns (Sprugnoli
et al., 2020a).

• Lewis & Short Latin-English dictionary: a
Latin-English bilingual dictionary curated by
Ch. T. Lewis and Ch. Short, and published by
Harper and Oxford University Press in 1879
(Mambrini et al., 2021a).

4 Querying LiLa

The LiLa Knowledge Base can be queried through
a SPARQL endpoint at https://lila-erc.
eu/sparql/, where a number of pre-compiled
queries are available. Federated queries can be run
on all the textual and lexical resources currently
interlinked in the Knowledge Base.

The collection of Latin lemmas of LiLa
can be accessed at https://lila-erc.eu/
query/. Lemmas can be searched by string of
characters (also using regular expressions), Part of
Speech, affix, lexical base, inflectional category,
and gender (for nouns). Results are provided both
in data sheet fashion and in a network-like graphi-
cal visualization. The entries in lexical resources
and the tokens in corpora linked to each lemma in
LiLa are reported as well.4

4The Turtle files of the resources interlinked in LiLa are
available at https://github.com/CIRCSE.
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Figure 1: The architecture of LiLa.
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